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Abstract: In this paper, we have established a technique of extracting the web data that are available in structured JSON format
from the open source by making an API call and storing it into the text file on the local disk for future references and utilization.
Finally, we parse the json data of text file into python object and convert it into a Pandas DataFrame for transformation,
prediction and optimization by using python script in Jupyter Notebook.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As by the Facebook statistics, there are 2.23 Billion monthly active users which are also increasing by 11 percent every year.
Besides this ,in each minute 136,000 snaps are uploaded , 510,000 comments and 293,000 statuses are posted by the active profiles
.Similarly ,the Wikipedia pages generate by the rate of 2 edits per second statistically observed by Wikipedia analyst . At present,
Wikipedia has total 5,726,316 articles of English and publish 553 new articles in twenty four hour period approximately. Do we
ever imagined how these loads of data stored, collected and managed by these renowned business organization .Every Firm has its
own different mechanism to handle large amount of data, for instance, Google uses its Data Centre that are located in 14 different
location around the globe to handle large amount of data. Facebook has created its own method known as Presto mechanism to
handle large amount of its data. There are many structured, unstructured and heterogeneous type of data file format available like
CSV, Image file format ,Plain text, Binary file, XML, JSON, HTML, Excel, PDF etc. by which we can extract the data according to
the demand and requirement. Data Management and Utilization are more vital in current data driven world than ever before as only
those organization are dominant and ruling the industry who realized the powerful impact of data analysis at early stage. There are
numerous examples which are stressed upon this fact like Netflix has replaced the blockbuster (an American-based organization for
providing home theatre, video games, DVD, streaming and on demand videos), Amazon continues to shake up the offline retail
markets, and Uber constantly diminishes the taxi business. Analyzing the data can be done by numerous tools as EXCEL for
beginners and SAS (Base SAS and Enterprise Minor), IBM (Cognos and SPSS), ANGOSS, R, KXEN, Weka, Pentaho, StatSoft,
JMP, Rapid-I, Python etc. for expertise plays the significant role for exploration, preparation, scrubbing and visualizing the data
which can also be useful for performing the complex algorithms such as Machine learning, Artificial Intelligence, Deep learning,
Neural network, Natural Language Processing (NLP). As data is increasing persistently, it leads to the introduction of new
terminology in the field of Analytics known as “Big Data” for analyzing a large number of structured and unstructured data which is
beyond the scope of commonly used software tool .To handle these kind of data sets, different modern tool such as Apache Pig,
HPCC, Flink, Kaggle, Hadoop, Spark etc. are used to analyze and visualize it.
II. WEB SCRAPING
Web Scraping is a technique of extracting structured or unstructured data from the websites available in different format like JSON,
CSV, EXCEL, HTML and XML etc. [1] for future studies and researches. Data exhibit by websites can only be discern by web
browser as they do not offer the functionality to save the data into the local drive of the system .One way is to copy and paste the
data manually which is a tedious, protracted and impractical process as it may take from few hours to few days to complete it.
Therefore, web scraping is basically an automatic process by which data can queried and extracted from the website having public
API within a fraction of seconds. In addition one major advantage of web scrapping is that it can penetrate the information to much
extant than a traditional search engine. For instance, if we searched “cheapest five star Hotel accommodation in Bangalore”, then
google will answer the query with uncontrollable advertisement and popular hotel search sites. However if we do same thing with
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seasoned web scrapers then we can get the information of which five star hotel in Bangalore is best in terms of cost for
accommodation across variety of websites and the best time to book the hotels. Sometimes webpage administrator does not want to
share the web page information so they use API key for the security of data .This is where web Scrapping comes into picture with
some exception, as it can access the information from the webpage using API call through Python script and store it in the Database
and then we can perform any modification with the data.
A. JSON Format Data
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a most commonly used data format for data interchange between two machine applications
across the globe or within same hardware system as it is a language-independent and most accessible data format in the world due to
its simplicity in understanding and can be extracted without any tool like Oracle, MySQL and Microsoft-EXCEL [2]. JSON has bifunctional characteristics as it is in human as well as machine readable format. Indeed, while applications/libraries can parse the
JSON data, humans can also look and interpret the data along with its meaning. JSON data mainly contains curly braces, text,
square brackets, commas, colons, double quotes, inverted comma and some other characters in its format. There are many online as
well as offline tool, formatter and software available to convert JSON data format to many other format like CSV, XML, EXCEL,
SQL, C#, JAVASCRIPT etc.
B. Pandas DataFrame
Pandas is one of the most popular packages of data science which provide powerful, flexible and expressive data structure on which
data manipulation and analysis can be applied. Pandas works on tabular and structured frame data which is either one dimensional
(Series) or two dimensional (DataFrame). Pandas DataFrame is a two dimensional labeled data structure which generally consist of
three main components: Data, Index and Columns [3]. DataFrame may contain the data from few hundred to thousands in terms of
rows. We can view them at any point of time selectively by using appropriate functions. To view the rows we can use head (…) and
tail (…) functions, which by default shows the first five and last five rows of data , if no input is provided in their arguments,
otherwise shows specific number of rows from top to bottom.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION

Fig. 1. Basic Block Diagram of Proposed Technique.
In our implementation, we are using the web based IPython2 (command shell for providing a platform to multiple programming
language to execute, especially for data science) notebook known as Jupyter notebook for implementing the codes of python
programming language. Python has the extensive framework and libraries like NumPy, Pandas, SciPy, Matplotlib, Sklearn etc. for
performing various task in data science. In our methodology, we are using Pandas library, Urllib2 module and Json Serializer
(json.loads and json.dumps) for the conversion of Json Data into Pandas DataFrame by following process:
A. Use of Urllib2 module for open the URL provided by user [4].
B. Use of json.loads () function for parsing the json data to python objects and json.dumps () function to decode the json data.
C. Use of write () function to write the json data into Text file and open () function to open the same Text File stored in local drive
in the system.
D. Parsing of JSON data (available in text file) to python object for converting into Pandas DataFrame for future analysis.
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Step 1: Data Present in Json format.

Fig. 2. Json Format Data contains text, commas, colons, square brackets, and some other characters.
Step 2: Website URL is entered to convert JSON data into human readable format.

Fig. 3. Python script after running ask for URL from user.
Step 3: Human Readable text file is created.

Fig. 4. Text file will be create after getting the notification “Your file is created”.
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Step 4: Text File is Created on Jupyter Notebook and saved locally.

Fig. 5. Text file creation highlighted in the figure
Step 5: Created Human Readable JSON Text file.

Fig. 6. JSON data stored in Human Readable format
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Step 6: JSON data of text file parsed into python object.

Fig. 7. Parsing of data into Python Object.
IV. RESULTS
In our implementation, we finally converts the JSON web data into pandas dataframe and call for the top five rows of the python
data by the head() function. Fig.8 provide the clear evidence that how a non-human readable web json data get scraped ,stored and
parsed into Pandas DataFrame for the detail examination.

Fig. 8. Call for top 5 rows from converted Pandas DataFrame.
V.
CONCLUSION AND SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK
Web scraping is the convenient way of storing the transient and frequently changing web data for the utilization in future as by this
developed technique, the data available in JSON format on the web page can be stored in a text file in human readable format which
can be transferable to the numerous users as well as keep in reserve for subsequent exploring, analyzing, predicting, extracting,
transforming, optimizing and updating the data for various experimentation and investigation by parsing them into dataframe using
python script.
In future, we are interested in extracting, storing and exploring the variety of data like Pixel format, Image file format, Video
format, Binary file format etc. and the conversion of JSON data into Html, Ajax, Xml, SQL and many other data format to make
this technique more generic, proficient and containing the utility by using python script in the field of Data Science and Analytics.
In future, more sophisticated algorithms can be adopted in order to save and deposit the homogenous as well heterogeneous format
of data for implementing the steps of analytics altogether.
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